PRIVACY POLICY
1. What regulates this Privacy Policy?
This Privacy Policy is intended to inform the user who downloads
the application about who we are , what kind of personal data we
request of him/her, on which we perform a treatment, what type of
data stored on your device do we access to, with what purpose,
User's rights and in which cases the data can be transmitted and /
or accessed by third parties.
2. Who is the developer of the WOOOTRIP application?
The WOOOTRIP S.L. company with CIF B-66400730 and registered
office at Paseo Manuel Girona 17th floor 7, door 2, 08034
Barcelona, website www.woootrip.com URL and email address
info@woootrip.com has the purpose of conducting the
management, development, exploitation of software applications
and providing services for users of electronic and mobile devices
(hereinafter the Company or WOOOTRIP indistinctly) and where
you can be contacted for any queries about the functioning of the
application.
3. What is the purpose of the WOOOTRIP application?
WOOOTRIP is an application for adult travelers (companies and / or
individuals) that allows users to exchange travel experiences, with
the possibility of making recommendations and chatting with each
other regardless of the chosen Route Plan.
WOOOTRIP aims to become the reference travel app on the market
that allows users to share travel experiences amongst each other
by providing its own personal space.
The application will be available to the public by downloading it
free of cost in the main App Stores such as Google Play, App
Store, so, there will be no need to register in order to display the
general contents. With the proviso that if you do not register, you
can not create your own user profile on the application, and that
the Wooopin, the entering a text into a city wall, or starting a
private chat with another user options, will be disabled. To access
the full functionality of the application you will need to register.
If you want to access services offered by the application for
registered Users, you must be 13 years old, or older and your

registration will be necessary by carefully reading all notices you
receive and accepting our Privacy Policy. If you want to access
services offered by the application in Spain you must be 14 years
old or older in order to comply with the applicable national
legislation.
4. Which terms and conditions must I know and comply when I
download the application?
The accessing and viewing of the contents of the application and
its use, grant you the condition of user. It is mandatory as a User to
read carefully and understand the Terms and Conditions of Access
and Use of the application, Privacy Policy and WOOOTRIP
Community Standards, that form a set of terms and conditions
governing the permitted and prohibited activities in the access and
use of the application, its contents and its services.
Be warned that access and use by the User of the content and
services offered by the application constitutes acceptance of the
Access and Use Terms, the Privacy Policy and the WOOOTRIP
Rules published at the time in which he User downloads the
application.
We inform you that when you facilitate personal details for
registration, you must check OK in the Privacy Policy box,
meaning that you give your free, specific and informed consent for
the accessing and processing of personal data in accordance to
the Privacy Policy published at the time of registration.
5. What type of information do we require from you in order to
Register?
You can register and / or sign up directly in our application using
the functionality of email registration or by creating your own user
profile or through the Loguin Social, ie, using data from accessing
your account in certain social networks and / or email accounts
open at certain search engines such as Facebook or Google+.
By signing up by email registration you will directly provide us with
the following information:
Name and surname
The email
Optional image
The Username and / or Nickname with which you want to be known
by other registered users.

Age to verify that you are more than 13 years old, which you
should provide by editing your profile; as if you are younger, you
will need parental permission in order to register. Do not provide
any personal information if you are under 13 years of age. In the
case of a Spanish user registration required age is 14 years old.
Geolocation data: in order to offer the services associated with the
application we need to know the mobile device location as well as
your geolocation data. We will use this data every time you open
and use the application, and interact with it on your mobile device.
This information will place you in a certain city location so that
other users can see it and start a conversation with you. Your
geolocation data will only be accessible while you are using the
application and will only be shared with other users while
performing the Wooop-in function in the application, which
requires a voluntary action. In order for us to provide certain
services you must enable the backround Location, which will offer
you information about plans near you, friends, and will inform us of
the location of your device even when you are not interacting
directly with the application. The technologies that allow us
geolocation are based on the GPS mobile sensor and on wireless
(Wifi) access points.
By default, in order to use the application, GPS mobile sensor must
be activated, you will be notified at all times that it is enabled, so
that it can be deactivated whenever you wish. This may limit or
prevent certain Application Services.
WOOOTRIP shall not share your location, email address nor your
full name with other users, nor display them publicly, unless you
specifically decide to do so.
On signing up, through access data using a social network and / or
a third party (eg Facebook, Google+) we will request the following
information:
Age to verify that you are more than 13 years old as if you are
younger you will need parental permission to register
The email you used on the network and / or search engine
The password you use to login to access the network and / or email
account in the search engine
The name / nickname with which you wish to be known by other
registered users.
Language

In order to offer the services associated with the application we
need to know the mobile device location as well as your
geolocation data. We will use this data every time you open and
use the application, and interact with it on your mobile device. This
information will place you in a certain city location so that other
users can see it and start a conversation with you. Your
geolocation data will only be accessible while you are using the
application and will only be shared with other users while
performing the Wooop-in function in the application, which
requires a voluntary action. In order for us to provide certain
services you must enable the backround Location, which will offer
you information about plans near you, friends, and will inform us of
the location of your device even when you are not interacting
directly with the application. The technologies that allow us
geolocation are based on the GPS mobile sensor and on wireless
(Wifi) access points.
All these data are mandatory and necessary for the proper
functioning of the application and Services and if they are not
provided you will not be considered a Registered User and will not
be able to enjoy all the amenities.
You can only authenticate and / or register on our application
through a social network and / or account on search engine if you
are more than 13 years old, for Spanish users the required age is
14 years old, and have read, understood and accepted our Privacy
Policy .
Our Company will not be liable at any time for false and inaccurate
statements regarding the age of users at the time of opening their
account on the social network and / or email account in a search
engine.
6. Must you provide your real personal details?
The information you provide for registration must be real, accurate
and updated and false statements must never be implemented in
relation to age. WOOOOTRIP may, at any time conduct random age
verification checks, and if user does not comply with the requested
standards, may remove him /her as a registered user.
The Nickname or username that you use to complete the
WOOOTRIP registered user profile should not be associated with
your real name and last name so that you can not be easily

identified, nor with trade names and / or registered third party
trademarks, nor names of reknowned artists.
The image set as optional field used to login to your registered
user profile should not correspond to a real image and / or actual
photograph of yourself, nor with pictures of third party trademarks,
or reknowned artists, having the option of the use of avatars.
The Company can not assume any responsibility for the personal
information that the User voluntarily chooses to submit and that
personally identifias him / her.
7. With what purpose do we use the personal information provided
to us?
The data you freely and volutarily provide us will be used for the
purpose of:
- Enabling full functionality of the application and providing the
services requested and / or personalized online activities, if any.
- Managing the relationship with Registered users creating,
configuring and managing the registered user's profile.
- Engineering a system of private messaging between registered
users, that can send and receive messages without any of those
involved knowing the actual contact details of the other.
- Informing about the outcome of contests, management and
delivery of gifts, and recording and publishing the name and
surnames of winners previously contacted by email and / or
notifications, on the WOOOTRIP Site. Using push notifications the
result is communicated to all users simultaneously. For sending
push notifications the www.parse.com service is used.
- Informing you by email and / or by sending newsletter
notifications about the latest developments implemented by
WOOOTRIP and changes in legal notices.
-Adapting Services to user's needs and to developing new related
features, as well as follow-ups on the use of the application
involving monitoring application tasks (downloads, positioning and
user behavior).
- Verifying that the Terms and Conditions are met by Registered
Users.
- Managing any complaint we may receive from Registered Users
related to the application.
- Sending commercial communications by email, sms and / or
equivalent media related to application services. If you do not wish
to receive advertising send an email to info@woootrip.com. You

can disable the receipt of notifications from your mobile device at
any time.
User's personal data are deemed true, accurate, complete and
updated and will be part of a WOOOTRIP SL file with address at
Paseo Manuel Girona number 17 floor 7, door 2, 08034 and User
shall be solely liable for damages arising from false, inaccurate,
incomplete or outdated statements from User.
When using the Services, WOOOTRIP may automatically collect
certain information that will be treated globally and as nonpersonal information such as browser information or the mobile
platform, location, IP address, performance information, and
application and device identifier, information on storage devices,
data retrieval or the like.
8. What additional information can be requested and / accessed by
the application developer when it is made available to the user via
app stores?
In some cases we will ask permission to access specific
information previously stored on your device: MUST SPECIFY IN
EACH FIELD THAT IS ACCESSED
Detailed history of applications so that the application can do one
or more of these data (information on the activity of the device,
applications that are running, browsing history and bookmarks).
Connection Status on the Internet.
Identity (device accounts, profile data). Facebook and
Google+Access for registration.
Device location (use the device location) Geolocation user.
Photos, multimedia files (using one or more files on the device,
images, video or audio, or external storage device). Access to
pictures.
Wifi (allows the app to view information on Wifi connections).
Internet connection via Wifi.
At any time you may revoke consent to the permissions requested
by the application to manage your data concerning your identity,
contacts, location, photos, multimedia files, wifi connection
information, sole device identifier, by unloading the application.
9. Can third parties access your personal information?
It is possible that because of the provision of a service to

WOOOTRIP third parties may have access to personal information
or other information that does not allow identification such as
platforms that enable application integration, application stores,
marketing agencies, analytical service suppliers, market research
providers, in order to measure the successful implementation of
the app, both at downloading and positioning, and also user
behavior.
WOOOTRIP can delete the Registered User's profile and the stored
information, and deny access to the application, as well as disclose
personal user information when:
Breach of the application's legal terms and conditions has been
detected or suspected
when your registration information is false and / or we have
suspicions that user is under-age to register.
when asked by a judge and / or a competent authority or to in order
to comply with the law
when the Company is sold to a third party
when the application becomes inoperative for reasons beyond our
control
10. What security measures are adopted in relation to the
processing of personal data?
WOOOTRIP shall maintain the duty of secrecy regarding the
personal data that we have been provided and this shall not be
communicated to third parties without your consent.
WOOOTRIP take all measures that are within our technical and
organizational reach to ensure the security of personal data and
avoid its alteration, loss, and /or unauthorized processing access.
Please note that all information you send to us voluntarily and that
is stored in your Registered User's profile is protected by
dedicated servers to which only we have access. User data are
stored in www.parse.com.
11. Where should User be directed to access, rectify, cancel and /
or modify personal data?
In order to access, rectify, cancel and / or modify personal
information User should be directed to the WOOOTRIP SL
Company address in Paseo Manuel Girona 17, Barcelona 7floor,
door 2, Zip Code 08034 and email ; info@woootrip.com adding in
the subject, specifying what you want and attaching a photocopy

of scanned or faxed ID (identification number). You can update
your personal information by visiting and editing your user profile.
12. Can I delete my account?
I can delete my account at any time. For that purpose I must send
an email to info@woootrip.com and it must be manually deleted
from www.parse.com.
13. What kind of third parties share information with us?
In order to improve services and personalization, we may
periodically obtain information about you from other independent
third-party sources from which we have legally obtained this
information, adding it to the one shown in your record. It is
important that you carefully read the legal notices regarding what
information these third parties such as Facebook, Google+ can
share with their partners, developers and which information is of
public nature and accessible to everyone.
If you access our application through Facebook, Google+ and
decide to register with us, they might require for us to submit part
or all of your registration information. We will only do this in
accordance with this Privacy Policy, but we can not control how
third parties use the information. If you have any questions
regarding the third party privacy policy, you should review it before
providing ur your information.
14. What information about me can the rest of WOOOTRIP users
see?
It is possible that there is certain information of mine that will be
public for the rest of WOOOTRIP users so User can choose to set
user profile to be more or less private. When you decide to start a
Chat by using the chat feature, you can access a user's profile in
which he displays: the name, profile picture, age, gender, city and
country to which user belongs and whether user has Woooped-in
where user is staying and for how long. All these data will be
public.
15. Can you change the Privacy Policy?
This Privacy Policy may be modified at any time for technical
reasons, safety and legality. Modifications are made public through
notices on the Company website or by sending an email to your
registered user account notifying that the Privacy Policy has been

updated accordingly. Once produced modifications, access and
application usage imply acceptance. We recommend that you
periodically review the terms and conditions governing access to
and use of the application.
16. Are cookies or similar devices used?
Cookies used by our company are generic cookies of technical
nature, customization, security and third party cookies, analytical
and monitoring ones that allow us to obtain information about
downloads and uses, user behavior, and positioning of the
application . For more information about cookies and how to
disable them please read our Cookie Policy.

